Just celebrated w/the @OU_HRL team bc they were the most amazing humans ever throughout #ACPARCI. I could not be luckier in my work fam. ❤️

3:25 PM - Oct 18, 2017

15
Feeling a little bit crushed under the massive amount of knowledge shared at #ACPARCI this week.

2:25 PM - Oct 18, 2017

1 like, 12 loves
Thanks, @UofOklahoma for hosting #ACPARCI! It was a great first experience with Residential Curriculum. Can't wait to start moving forward!

2:21 PM - Oct 18, 2017
Thanks @UofOklahoma for hosting a great #ACPARCI for these @OleMissRebels! #Sooners #HottyToddy @olemisshousing @SAOsays @ErinSimp
I really enjoy working with this team. We had an amazing time hosting #ACPARCI @ Marriott…

instagram.com/p/BaZrPwCAml3/

1:32 PM - Oct 18, 2017 · Norman, OK

Syracuse ORL thanks OU for an enriching and engaging Residential Curriculum Institute! #ACPARCI

12:09 PM - Oct 18, 2017
Replying to @ErinSimp

The caption makes it that much better! Thanks for a wonderful #ACPARCI

12:01 PM - Oct 18, 2017
How @quanphan94 concentrates during sessions... #ACPARCI

11:36 AM - Oct 18, 2017

5 1 28
Erica Thompson
@EricaKThompson

Deep gratitude to all of the amazing faculty at #ACPARCI and to @OU_HRL for hosting us!
11:20 AM - Oct 18, 2017

Dan Statter
@danstatter

THANK YOU @ErinSimp @tfec @KeithEPhD @upnorthkathleen @KathleenKerr @quanphan94! All conferences should be like #ACPARCI
See you next year!
8:43 AM - Oct 18, 2017

Erica Thompson
@EricaKThompson

How are you going to change your staff meetings to incorporate residential curriculum? @ErinSimp #ACPARCI
8:32 AM - Oct 18, 2017
200 pages of notes and 712 ideas- NOPE. Remember to hang on to this part, Y'all. This is where we start. #ACPARCI

8:29 AM - Oct 18, 2017

You'll leave #ACPARCI with 200 pages of notes and so many ideas that it will feel like you don't know where to start. @erinsimp

8:26 AM - Oct 18, 2017
@KeithEPhD The arch of the #acparci is @BreneBrown's day 2! :) I shared with @di_britt yesterday was literally and figuratively my day 2.

8:22 AM - Oct 18, 2017

Kat Kane
@Kitty02kat

Erica Thompson
@EricaKThompson

"Girl, I can't hear you nod your head." @ErinSimp's mom encourages feedback! Love it. #ACPARCI

8:18 AM - Oct 18, 2017

Erica Thompson
@EricaKThompson

Dr. Brandon W. Jones
@drjonz84

I'm really excited about this session on Turning Concepts into Action with @KeithEPhD and @ErinSimp #ACPARCI

8:15 AM - Oct 18, 2017

Dr. Brandon W. Jones
@drjonz84

Brad Pulcini
@bradpulcini

Replying to @bradpulcini
And now UMass Amherst is responsible for the first playing of OKLAHOMA! of the conference. It was only a matter of time.

#ACPARCI

2:30 PM - Oct 17, 2017
CAMPUS CORNER RESTAURANTS

Pickleman's
759 Asp Avenue
Sandwiches, Pizza, & More!
*Show them your RCI Nametag for 10% off on Tuesday Night
OU Favorite: BBQ Chicken Pizza

Louie's
301 W Boyd St.
Casual American Eatery and Pub
OU Favorite: Sriracha Shrimp Tacos

O'Connell's
769 Asp Ave
Irish Pub and Grille
OU Favorite: Theta Burger

Pepe Delgados
786 Asp Ave
Tacos, burritos, nachos, etc.
OU Favorite: Super Chicken Nachos

Hideaway Pizza
577 Buchanan Ave
Salad, Pizza & Pasta
OU Favorite: Cimmaron Pizza & Garlic Knots

Blackbird Gastropub
575 S University Blvd
Elevated Pub Grub
OU Favorite: Pot Roast Nachos

Fuzzy's Taco Shop
752 Asp Ave
Baja-style Mexican food
OU Favorite: Shredded Chicken Nachos and Chips & Queso

Volare
315 White St.
Authentic Italian Pizzeria with a Rooftop
OU Favorite: Ricotta Be Kiddin' Me and Truffle Shuffle pizzas

Victoria's Pasta Shop
325 White St.
Locally owned restaurant with fresh ingredients daily
OU Favorite: Black Pepper Linguini

Coriander Cafe
323 White St.
Traditional Vietnamese restaurant
OU Favorite: Banh Mi

AFTER DINNER TREATS

The Baked Bear
731 Asp Ave
Create Your Own Ice Cream Sandwich
*Show your RCI Name Tag for a free topping on Tuesday night

Apple Tree Chocolate
754 Asp Ave.
Candies, Fudge, and their famous chocolate covered apples in many different flavors!

Ann Schafer
@AnnSchafer

Don't forget about the awesome options for #ACPARCI Night On The Town! 10% off at Apple Tree and Pickleman's if you show your name badge 😊
11:43 AM - Oct 17, 2017
#ACPARCI Learning that Residential Curriculum isn't nearly as scary as this guy! @SEAHOconnect
@UAHousing had a blast at the institute reception last night! Enjoying #ACPARCI with many great colleagues! @CJCoulterUA #learning
Checking out the #ACPARCI thread and seeing my former roomie/professional bad A @quanphan94 is slaying the game 🔥🔥

10:46 PM - Oct 16, 2017
S&T crew discovering ourselves and our impact!
#educationalprioritystatement #rescurriculum #ACPARCI #wearepunny
More of OU's gorgeous campus... #ACPARCI

9:36 PM - Oct 16, 2017 · University of Oklahoma
Sooner storytime... #ACPARCI
9:33 PM - Oct 16, 2017 · University of Oklahoma

Jeremy Moore
@jeremycmoore

Thanks @OU_HRL for hosting us tonight! Great food and such beautiful residence halls!! #ACPARCI
9:00 PM - Oct 16, 2017